Abstract. Membrane computing is an emergent branch of natural computing, taking inspiration from the structure and functioning of a living cell. P systems, computing devices of this paradigm, are parallel, distributed and non-deterministic computing models which aim to capture processes taking place in a living cell and represent them as a computation. In last decade, a great variety of extensions of model, introduced by Paun in 1998, were presented. In this paper, we focus on modelling the traffic flow by the means of P systems. P systems enable mezoscopic representation of traffic flow with individual modelling of each cars behaviour. Theoretical model is presented together with an XML scheme to store the output of the model.
Introduction
Membrane computing represents new and rapidly growing branch of natural computing, which starts from observation that the processes taking place in a living cell can be understood as a computation. Membrane computing and its computational device -P system -were introduced by Pȃun [9] and gained a lot of interest in last decade. P systems start from observation, that membrane plays a fundamental role in the functioning of a living cell. Membranes act as threedimensional compartments which delimit various regions of a living cell. They are essentially involved in a number of reactions taking place inside cell and moreover act as selective channels of communication between different compartments of a cell [3] . P systems take inspiration from cell on two levels -the structure and the functioning. Structure of cell is represented by its membranes and functioning is governed by biochemical reactions. Every P system therefore has three main elements: a membrane structure, where object evolve according to given evolution rules [11] . Some authors add fourth basic element of membrane systems -communication [3, 10] . Communication is always encoded in rules (they are called communication rules instead of evolution rules) and will be dealt with later in the text. From the point of view of transportation modelling, communication (e.g. topology) is essential feature. Fig. 1 . Graphical representation of P system, [17] Simple example of P system is depicted in Fig. 1 . Membrane structure is hierarchically arranged set of membranes, contained in a distinguished outer membrane, called skin membrane. System is surrounded by the environment, which may collect objects leaving the system, or in some variants of P systems, the environments can actively support system with objects [2, 4] . Membranes delimit regions, with which they are in one-toone relation. Therefore the terms membrane and region are mostly interchangeable. Each membrane is identified by its label, which can be with membranes in one-to-many relation. The position of inner membranes does not matter; we assume, that in membrane there is no ordering, everything is close to everything else [11] .
Second basic element of P systems are objects. By objects in biological sense are meant chemicals, ions, molecules etc. Those substances are present in a cell in enormous amounts, but the ordering again does not matter. What matters is the concentration, the population, the number of copies of each molecule [11] . Abstracting from biological reality, we represent each substance by a symbol from given alphabet and since the multiplicity matters, instead of objects we use multisets of objects. Common notation of multisets in P systems is following: if, for example, objects a, b, c are present in 7,2 and 5 copies, they will be represented by multiset a 7 b 2 c 5 .
In basic variant of P systems, multisets of objects are considered to be floating in inner regions of membrane systems. They evolve by the means of evolution rules, which are localised with the regions of the membrane structure. There are three main types of rules [11] : (1) multiset-rewriting rules, (2) communication rules and (3) rules for handling membranes. In this section only first type of rules will be described.
Multiset-rewriting rules take form u → v, where u and v are multisets of objects. For example, rule ab → cd 2 says, that one copy of a and one copy of b are consumed and one copy of c and two copies of d are produced. A number of possible extensions of rules exists.
Two crucial features of P systems have to be mentioned at this point. As mentioned earlier, in membranes everything is close to everything else. Therefore, if one instance of an object can be processed by two or more rules, the rule to be applied is chosen non-deterministically. All rules have the same probability to be chosen. The rules also have to be used in maximally parallel manner.
More specifically, the objects are assigned to rules, non-deterministically choosing the objects and the rules, until no further assignment is possible. An evolution step in a given region of membrane system consists of finding the maximal applicable multiset of rules, removing from region all objects specified in the left hand of the chosen rules and producing the objects on the right hand side of the rules.
After giving short introduction to basic notions of P systems, let us continue with more detailed survey on traffic flow modelling and representation of transportation system by the means of P systems. In Sect. 2, a definition of basic model -transitional P system, is given. Sect. 3 presents possible extensions of such model, which are incorporated into a model, described in Sect. 5. Sect. 4 gives a short introduction into the traffic flow modelling. Finally, an XML scheme designed to store the configuration of developed system is presented in Sect. 6. We will conclude with some final remarks in Sect. 7.
2 Transition P system P systems based on application of multiset-rewriting rules are called transition P system. Formally, transition P system is a construct of the form:
where:
-O is the finite and non-empty alphabet of objects, -C ⊂ O is the set of catalysts, -µ is a membrane structure, consisting of m membranes, labeled 1, 2, . . . , m; one says, that the membrane structure, and hence the system, is of degree m, -w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w m are strings over O representing multisets of objects present in regions 1, 2, . . . , m of membrane structure, -R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R m is finite set of evolution rules associated with regions 1, 2, . . . , m of membrane structure, -i o is either one of the labels 1, 2, . . . , m and then the respective region is the output region of the system, or it os 0 and then the result of the computation is collected in the environment of the system.
A sequence of transitions of P system constitutes a computation. A computation is successful if it halts, it reaches a configuration where no rule can be applied to the existing objects, and output region i o still exists [11] . The rules are of form u → v, where u ∈ O and v ∈ (O × T ar), where T ar = {here, in, out}. Target indications T ar extend transition P system in following way: rule ab → c here d in e out consumes one instance of each a and b and produces one copy of c in current membrane, one copy of d in a child of current membrane and one copy of e in the parent of current membrane. If current membrane is skin membrane, object e is send to environment of the system. If current membrane does not have a child, rule can not be applied.
Another extension comes from the existence of catalysts. Catalysts are objects, which participate in a chemical reaction, but are not consumed or produced by it. They just enable the application of rule. Rule with catalysts takes following form: ac → bc, with object c being the catalyst.
Possible Extensions of P systems
In this section we will mention some elementary extensions of P system, which however constitute only a fracture of possibilities. We refer reader to The P systems Webpage [16] for complete list of publications and further information. Already in the text, three types of rules were mentioned. Evolution rules were briefly covered in previous sections.
Communication rules were introduced in [10] . Basic idea of communicating P systems is, that computation is achieved only by transporting object between membranes. Direct inspiration from biology are symport and antiport. When two chemical pass through membrane only together, in the same direction, the process is called symport. When the two chemicals pass only with help of each other, but in opposite directions, the process is called antiport [10] . Symport rules take a form (ab, in) or (ab, out), and antiport rules take a form (a, out; b, in), where a, b are object from alphabet of all possible objects. Meaning of rules is following: for symport rule (ab, in) or (ab, out), if objects a, b are present in current membrane, they are sent together into child (or parent, in second case) of the membrane. For antiport rule (a, out; b, in), if a is present in current membrane and b is present in the parent of a membrane, than a exits current membrane and b enters it. Universality of P systems with symport and antiport have been proven [10] and simplified version of communication, conditional uniport have been studied [14] . Comprehensive review of communication strategies in P systems can be found in [15] .
Third type of rules are rules for handling membranes. Dissolution of membranes has already been mentioned, but other ways to obtain dynamical membrane structure, evolving during the course of computation, have been presented. Most simple of those is assigning electrical polarization +, −, 0 to each membrane. Polarization replaces target indicators in, out, here. Polarization of objects is introduced by the rules and polarized objects can enter only membranes with opposite polarization. For example, ab → c + d − means, that one instance of c enters inner membrane with negative polarization and one instance of d enters inner positive membrane. Rules can also be used to change the polarization of membranes during the computation.
Two issues seem essential, when P systems are used to simulate real-world phenomena rather than for computation. Non-determinism is first of the issues. Some chemical reactions are more likely to occur than others. First attempt to solve this is by assigning priorities to rules. Firstly, set of rules with the highest priority is chosen and according to the principle of maximal parallelism, all rules which can be applied, are applied. Then, the rules with second highest priority are selected and the procedure repeats, etc.
Second approach is to assign probabilities to all rules. Probability can be introduced to P system on different levels [8] , but here we will mention only probability on the level of rule selection. Different approaches have been proposed [2, 6, 12] . Basic idea is to associate each rule with a constant k, so the rule takes a form u k − → v, where u, v are multisets of objects and k can be interpreted either as a probability, or as a "stoichiometric coefficient", using which the true probability is calculated.
Last extension, which we will mention at this point, is representation of time of P systems. In real world, every biochemical reaction takes some time. Representation of time in P systems is similar to representation of probability. A constant t is assigned to each rule, so the rule takes the form u t − → v, where u, v are multisets of objects and t is number of time units, which must pass to complete the application of the rule [5] . In the first time step, multiset u is consumed and removed from the current membrane. After t − 1 more time steps, multiset v is introduced into the system. Time can also be introduced into P systems as a lifetime of objects or even membranes [1] .
For the sake of brevity, we will not discuss more extensions of P systems, although many possibilities were explored within this framework. P system based model of traffic flow will take advandage of three main features mentioned in this section -membrane polarization, probability and time-dependence.
Traffic flow simulation
Hoogendoorn and Bovy [7] distinguish three main levels of modelling of transportation systems: -microscopic simulation model describes both the space-time behaviour of the systems' entities (i.e. vehicles and drivers) as well as their interactions at a high level of detail (individually). Sometimes submicroscopic models are mentioned separately. -mezoscopic model does not distinguish nor trace individual vehicles, but specifies the behaviour of individuals, for instance in probabilistic terms. To this end, traffic is represented by (small) groups of traffic entities, the activities and interactions of which are described at a low detail level. -macroscopic flow model describe traffic at a high level of aggregation as a flow without distinguishing its constituent parts. For instance, the traffic stream is represented in an aggregate manner using characteristics as flowrate, density, and velocity. Individual vehicle manoeuvres, such as a lanechange, are usually not explicitly represented [7] .
While microscopic models describe accurately behaviour of small-scaled systems such as lanes or intersections, their use to simulate spatially extensive areas, such are cities or agglomerations, are limited. Macroscopic models, on the other hand, are capable of simulation on low-scale level, but lack detailed description of individuals. Mezoscopic models are a reasonable compromise between detail and robustness, which is desirable for certain applications, such are public transport modelling [13] . In this study we propose a simulation model for traffic flow, aiming to describe accurately vehicle behaviour at the intersections, but ignoring detailed description of cars behaviour at road segments between intersections. Such model should be individual based, representing vehicles as agents instead of populations, but at the same time should be robust enough to enable simulation of large-scaled road networks. Such model could be used for example for optimalization of traffic lights at signalized intersections.
P system based model of traffic flow
In this section we describe P system model of traffic flow. This model aims to capture detailed behaviour of cars at the intersection, while ignoring behaviour at road segments.
Definition of a system
Within P systems paradigm, road network can be described as a graph with membranes at the nodes. This representation is similar to the one of communication P systems [15] . There are three types of membranes, based on their function. White holes act as generators of cars. If the systems represents, say, a city, than white holes will be the roads, bringing cars to the city. Opposite reactions take place in black holes, where the cars leave the system. White and black holes does not necessarily have to be only at the periphery of the system -also residential, industrial or business areas within the city can act as white or black holes, and they can therefore be placed arbitrarily in the graph. The third type of nodes is an intersection. At intersection, cars are distributed to other parts of the network. Within this paradigm, cars are represented as objects. For the sake of brevity, we will consider only one type of object -an arbitrary vehicle. In praxis, however, different types of vehicles (cars, buses, motorcycles etc.) can be represented by different objects.
The behaviour of objects is described by a set of rules. In classical P systems, rules enable objects to be created, destroyed or qualitatively changed. In the proposed system, each of these is encapsulated in one type of membranes. In white holes, objects are created, in black holes, they are removed from the system, and at the intersections, they are changed (meaning they can change their state from moving to stopping or vice versa). At the intersections, objects are communicated to other membranes in the system. Clearly, the behaviour of cars is not strictly deterministic, therefore stochasticity must be introduced at some point. There are two ways to represent the behaviour of a car in the network.
-When an object is introduced to the system at white hole A, a target destination B is chosen from set of available black holes. The shortest path between nodes A and B is calculated and vector of intersection, which must be passed by an object is assigned to it. For each white hole, a set of probabilities is assigned to all available black holes. Therefore, some paths are preferred by the cars then others. -For each intersection, a set of probabilities is assigned to all intersecting roads. When a car is present at the intersection, a road is chosen and car is send to next node of a graph. Each road is associated with a certain probability of being chosen, therefore some links are more preferred by cars than others.
First approach is preferable in case, where the preferences of cars in the network are well known. If we lack the knowledge about drivers preferences and know only vehicle intensities at the roads, second approach seems more suitable. Also, travel time have to be taken into account. Time necessary to travel from one node of a graph to another is represented by a cost of the link. Graph is oriented, therefore travel time between two nodes can differ in both directions.
Last issue is associated with representation of traffic lights. At intersection, only cars approaching from a certain direction are allowed to pass. Within P systems framework, membrane polarizations are suitable tool for selective allowance of objects into a membrane. The polarization of each intersections represents red/green lights and periodically changes, therefore simulating real world situation.
Formal definition of a model
Traffic P system is a construct:
-O = {veh, veh s } is an alphabet of objects, veh representing moving vehicle and veh s representing stopping vehicle, -µ is a membrane structure, consisting of m membranes, labeled W H, BK, IN T ; representing white holes, black holes and intersections, -syn ⊆ {(i, j, t)|i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , m}, i = j, t ∈ N} is a subset of synapseslinks between the membranes, where i and j are membranes from the set µ and t is time constant associated with each synapse. -R is a set of rules associated with membranes from µ. The rules differ for membranes labeled as white holes, black holes and intersections.
• White holes -vehicles veh are generated and sent to one of neighboring membranes.
where {k, W H, t i } ∈ syn and application of a rule takes t i time steps. A label of white hole will be associated with a vehicle veh when approaching intersection k, which will be used to decide, whether a vehicle should stop or pass the intersection.
• Black holes -vehicles veh are removed from the system. describes a situation, where stopping car veh s from membrane k is in membrane m with polarization k; it can pass the intersection and continue to membrane n. This is enabled by changing polarizations of membranes.
Global clock for the system are assumed. The polarization of membranes changes according to a given schedule. All other parameters of the system -creation rate at white holes, probabilities and time constants associated with the synapses can also be time-dependent.
